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Rules for Unibz.it and eurac.edu  

The free access to the scientific network and to Internet is a privilege that requires 
responsible behaviour on the part of the users.  

1 Access  

Access to the “Scientific network of South Tyrol” is disciplined by the following 
regulations and thus is binding. 

2 Applications 

The present regulations apply to those who make use of the “Scientific network of South 
Tyrol”. Specifically, this applies to the users of Unibz.it and eurac.edu as well as those 
who receive data through the “Scientific network of South Tyrol”. 

3 Responsibility 

Each user is solely responsible for his or her own Internet use and for any data transmitted 
and/or made public either directly or indirectly through the “Scientific network of South 
Tyrol”. This is valid in civil and criminal cases in particular. 

The Information and Communication Technology division will not adopt any technical 
measures to deny access to data for users (or some users). In consideration of the 
decentralised, international structure of the Internet there could occur cases where data 
are retrieved that are considered illegal by Italian legislation or are subject to the law 
concerning the protection of minors. Within the “Scientific network of South Tyrol” there 
is no censorship; the Free University of Bolzano/Bozen and the European Academy of 
Bolzano however do reserve the right to adopt action concerning this. For aspects that are 
not mentioned directly, the guidelines on “netiquette” apply (Netiquette Guidelines – RFC 
1855), and these give indications as to the behaviour to be adopted in the case of various 
Internet services. 

In the case that a user retrieves data that are against the law, an immediate cancellation 
of that account will be undertaken. 

4 Personal details 

The “Scientific network of South Tyrol” stores the personal details of the users that are 
essential to the functioning of the domain. For the administration of accessing the 
network there have been log files created that cannot be accessed by the public and that 
then the system administrators use only in the case of error location, for planning 
purposes and as proof in the event of regulation violation. Participation in the “Scientific 
network of South Tyrol” requires that the user should declare his or her agreement for the 
use of his or her personal details for the aforementioned purposes at the time of 
registration. 

5 Commercial Activities 

It is forbidden through the use of the Internet with Unibz.it or eurac.edu to engage in any 
commercial activities. Commercial activities are considered as: 
Offers of paying services via mail, news or www 
Using the e-mail address on a visiting card for commercial purposes 
Downloading of files for a non private use 
Publication of commercial services through Internet access 
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6 Rules of use 

Users are requested to inform themselves of the rules and conventions for all the Internet 
resources of which they make use. 

7 System security 

The “Scientific network of South Tyrol” operates in order to guarantee fast and efficient 
access to the network (both Intranet and Internet). It is therefore forbidden to engage in 
activities that could slow down the traffic or services on the network, or engage in 
activities that could cause problems to the system without having evaluated the 
consequences. 

The activities of a single user cannot compromise the working of other users. It is 
forbidden to overload the system; the importing or transmission of large quantities of data 
should therefore be carried out outside peak hours. This is valid for traffic of data within 
the “Scientific network of South Tyrol” and to external sites. This kind of service is 
reserved for the network administrators. Exceptions are only granted in single cases, as 
long as they have valid motives and have prior authorisation. Users are required to 
communicate any abuse and external intervention immediately to the system 
administrators who will then be able to adopt appropriate measures. 

It is forbidden to try to access the computers or data without the proper authorisation, to 
overload the computer or to exploit any holes in the system’s security. It is also forbidden 
to intercept or transmit data. Such behaviour will expel the user from the network and 
could also lead to legal action being taken for interception of data, falsification of 
technical findings, modifications to data or sabotage of the computers. 

It is strictly forbidden to sabotage or manipulate the hardware or software linked to the 
server or on the computers, as well as sabotaging or manipulating equipment linked into 
the network, such as printers, scanners, etc. It is forbidden to modify the address assigned 
to the user by the system administrators, using a false name or manipulating information 
on the network without prior authorisation. The installation of hardware and software are 
tasks given exclusively to the Information and Communication Technology department. If a 
user contravenes these rules, he or she will be immediately excluded from the network. 
The institutions which have responsibility for the network then reserve the right to seek 
compensation. 

The verification of the system’s security is the sole responsibility of the system 
administrators or those who have been authorised to do so by the former. Users are not 
allowed to undertake personal research with the view to finding any breaches in the 
security system. Any intervention on data of an evident or presumed importance 
concerning the system’s security will be seen as an attempt to access the network without 
the proper authorisation. 

8 Safety 

The user is responsible for his or her own account and for its use. Thus, the user should 
make sure his or her account is not accessed by unauthorised users. Users are not allowed 
to communicate their account details to third parties. The following general rules of 
behaviour contribute to safeguarding access: 
• Use a password of 8 characters containing at least one non-alphabet character (e.g. a 

number) that does not give any indication as to who is the user; use the password with 
discretion 

• Change the password regularly (around every 3 months) 
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• Do not allow third parties to use or know your password 
• Do not transmit your password using the network 

9 Software Use 
 

9.1 Legal aspects 

By law software programs are subject to security norms of a contractual nature or 
prescribed by law. Any violation of these security norms and/or copyright regulations may 
require compensation for damages and will create legal consequences for the 
nonauthorised use of copyrighted material. 

In order to observe this regulation it is essential that there be co-operation from the user 
whose correct behaviour will contribute to the general security of the data and defend 
against any type of alien software. 

9.2 Transfer of software 

The rights to all the software products used within the scientific network are reserved 
to the Free University of Bolzano/Bozen and to the European Academy and cannot be 
transferred to third parties. 

Copying software for private use and importing private software onto a system of the 
Free University of Bolzano/Bozen and the European Academy is strictly forbidden. 

9.3 General rules of behaviour for users 
 

• Users have to make use of the software in a way that conforms with the license 
• They don’t have to use software that is owned privately 
• The system has to be disactivated if there is an interruption in prolonged work, if the 

user leaves the workplace (for example for meetings or during the lunch break) and 
once the work has ceased. 

 

9.4 On-site assistance 

The Information and Communication Technology department will endeavour to provide 
assistance and consultancy for all the aforementioned points (1 –9.3) and in the 
acquisition of software necessary for the activities in the institutions using the “Scientific 
network of South Tyrol”. 

10 Changes to the rules 

The Free University of Bolzano/Bozen and the European Academy are able to modify 
(separately) and add to the present regulations. All users will be informed of any 
modifications via e-mail and have 2 weeks to withdraw from the users' agreement if they 
do not agree with the modifications. 

If after 2 weeks there have not been any objections the new regulations will enter into 
immediate effect without necessitating the users to sign a new agreement. 

11 Declaration of consent 

The undersigned declares that he/she has read and agreed to all the rules for accessing 
the network. 
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12 Declaration of consent 

The undersigned declares that he/she has read and agreed to all the rules for accessing 
the network. 

 
 
 
 
 
........................................................………
……………………… 
Name and surname (block capitals) 

........................................................………
……………………… 
Signature 

 
 
 


